Evaluation of Motor-Assisted Gloves (SEM Glove) for Patients with Functional Finger Disorders: A Clinical Pilot Study.
The SEM Glove developed by Bioservo Technologies AB is a new device that increases grip and pinch force. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the device on the grip and pinch strength of patients with functional disorders of the fingers. 30 hospitalized patients with upper limb functional disorder were enrolled. The assistance of the device for the grip and pinch strength of each subject were assessed by the difference between the measured values with and without the SEM Glove. The 95% confidence interval of the difference was calculated across the subjects, and statistical significance was defined as when the lower limit was a positive value (corresponding with a paired t-test at a significance level of 0.05). The odds ratio was calculated in the study of subject adaptation, with statistical significance set using Fisher's exact test at a significance level of 0.05. Grip strength significantly decreased (worn-not worn difference (kg): mean = -3.7, CI95 (-5.4, -2.1)). Pinch strength (thumb - middle finger) significantly increased (worn-not worn difference (N): mean = -4.1, CI95 (1.6, 6.6)). Analysis of factors related to improvement in hand function when wearing the SEM Glove extracted manual muscle tests (MMTs) of the upper extremity 4 or higher. The odds ratio was 6.11. Use of the SEM Glove improved the pinch strength of patients with functional disorders of the hands.